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By &ne'Wolfgang Liepmann and John Laufer - 
A diacbaaibn of t i '  i.ktegral relations fo r  f l D v  s - the  boundary- 
layer type l e  pp.aentee ;: It is ahotm, that  the characteristic l a w s  of 
spread of .  jets, wakes, and' so f oxth, can be obtained directly fo r  We 
laminar case and, with the help of dimensional reaeoning, f o r  the t u r -  
bulent case a s  uell ,  , , ,  
. . .  
- .  
Measurkmitnta. of the: mean velocity, the intensi ty-*a %&l&-d-theA- - - - -  
t ebu l en t  f i u c t u a t i ~ ;  .'and of the turbulent shear i n  a two-dimensional 
mixing Zbn0 are pre~ented', ' The resul ts  of theee beasuremente are ccm- 
pay& with the prl'xlng-leath' ;theories. It 1s &owb that  both mi3ing 
length and e 'xc~nge . .  :coefficient vary acroes the mixing zone .- ?I%-theo- 
rzes based on'the ags'Umption of conetant mixing length o r  exchange 
coefficient axe: thus i n  error.  . 
- 
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.- - 1 _- 
A dischbeion of the en'ergy balance of' the fluctuating mom is 
given and the . ... t r i p l e  , .  coqelat ion is estimated. 
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The invb@.ttiiaiions'presented heeein constitute p a r t  of it lo=-- 
range research' prografn on the development and nature of turbulent f lm.  
The backgrohd'aqd $cope. of t h i s  program are outlined i n  order t o  show 
,ww the' experimental investigations, of which aom simple -$r€sweFe cdr- 
-. 
ried:ou% so* time . . ago, sbulh  be updertaken. . 
. . 
~ G o ~ e t i o a i  tukbvleQce &searoh can be diGided in to  t h r e e s i n  eec- 
t ions : lminar  ' stabil i ty,  phenomenological theories of fu l ly  developed 
turtulent flow, and s t a t i i t i oa l  theories . ~ollowihg Repoldat work, the 
emphasie 09 the theoret ici l  research centered.mainly on the s tabi l i ty  
problem. The question:. of whether laminar flow was stable or not stable 
in  general became, the subject of- a great many pagere. Both the. eFrff 
method of invedtigating' instabi1it;g and the method of -11 pftrtuxbettions 
were used ex+ieneive.b, : ~ t  l i e s  i n  the nature 09 thee8 investigations 
. , . . 
- - 
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t ha t  they are  analyt ical  theories; t h a n e ,  the r e su l t s  of the s t a b i l i t y  'P 
i n ~ e a t i g a t i o n s  should lead t o  r e su l t s  which, without adjueting any con- 
s tan t ,  agree with experimental f bdings .  The f irst marked success of the 
ins t ab i l i t y  theories was G. I. Taylor's discovery of the i l l s tab i l i ty  of 
flow between rotettlng oylinders which was found t o  be i n  exoellent agree- 
ment with experiment. The theory o f , g t a b i l i t y  of'two-dimensional flow 
was first succes~ifully carried through f o r  the case of Couette flow. Re- 
- s u l t s  f o r  the more important casss . l ike p lme Poiseuille flow and Bla8ius 
flow ( that  is, boundary-layer flow) were doubtful f o r  a long time. The 
investigations of Heisenberg and Tolkien'were not coxwidered mathemati- 
c a l l y  r igorow, and experimental evidence was not available. Only i n  the  
l a s t  4 years  ha^ the theory of laminar in s t ab i l i t y  been def in i te ly  s e t -  
t l e d  as a r e su l t  of the work of C.  C. Lin (reference 1) .  The resu l t s  of 
t h i s  i n s t ab i l i t y  theory f o r  the Blasius flow were.found t o  be in excel- 
l en t  agreement with experfmental resu l t s .  
The s t a b i l i t y  theories deal with small perturbation8 and l inearized 
equations and thus can predict only the lower l imi t  of e tab i l i ty ,  t ha t  fa, 
the  l i m i t  a* which a s m a l l  perturbation w i l l  'increas-e in amplitude f o r  
the firert time. The e t a b i l i t y  theories a re  unable t o  predict t rans i t ion  
and the  onset of turbulence. There is l i t t l e  doubt tha t  In both the t ran-  
s i t i o n  region and the f u l l y  developed turbulent region the nonlinear t e 2 ~ ~ B  
&re w ~ e n t t a l ,  and thi6 is, of course, the reason why an analyt ical  -t;heory 
of developed turbulence and of tramit!on ia  nonexistent. Theortee of 
f u l l y  developed turbulence are, i n  general, phenomenological theories.  
-Some p r o b l m  have also bean attacked by s t a t f e t i c a l  methods. 
The phenomenological and s t a t i e t i o a l  theoriee form the second and 
t h i r d  groups of theoret ical  turbulence investigations. The phenaenolog- 
I c a l  theory of turbulent shear flow a lso  goes back t o  Reynolds1 introduc- 
t i on  of the "apparent shear." These theories developed very rapidly, 
following the introductian of the "mixing length" concept by L. Prandtl. 
The main progrese wae due t o  the work of Prandtl, &&I, and Taylor. The 
momentum transfer,  the vor t ic i ty  tranef er,  and the  sfmllar i ty  theories 
were developed i n  rapid succession. The mean-veloci-ty distribution8 
computed from the mixing-length theories were found t o  be tn good agree- 
ment with experimental resulks d t  *he time. Bkin-friction f opu las ,  for '  
example, the  famous logarithhlic iaw,  could be developed on the baste of 
these theories and checked, with experiments. Experimental reeearch i n  
these years was directed matnly toward finding 'which of the three main 
theories waa most nearly correct.  The answer found f r m  me experimental 
resu l t s ,  which conaistedmainly of measurements of mean-velocity and mean- 
t~onperature distributions i n  boundary layers, channeh, Jete and wakes,' 
was somewhat disturbing. The flow near a wall was found t o  agree fairly 
well with reeul ts  of the momentum transport  and s imi lar i ty  theories; f l o w  
i n  wake and jete agreed be t te r  with the vor t ic i ty  transport theory. The 
evidence f o r  these various theories 'haa been diecussed i n  referencg 2, ' 
and i n  papers by H&rmfii'i (raference 3) and Taylor (reference 4 ) .  The 
shortcomings of these three phenomenological. theoriee have been pointed 
out clearly by Rarmsn. In the course of the present report, the authors 
. will return to thie diecussion in some detial. . . - . . 
. . .  .. 
. .- 
'. . -. .. -_ 
. .. . . .  . . 
7- 
It is thought that, the .present time, the mi&ng-lg@h theories 
have lost much of ,their value. ~s 8 matter of fact, the main results of 
these theories can be obtained by dimensional reasoning, without the in- 
troduction of a hypdthesis, '&, the neaaniern of turbulence. T2le miriq 
length it~elf, which c= now be omputed directly frolp. measured qusnt it 
ties, is found to be a complicated function of the .coordinates, Thus, 
the Principal advantage of the mixing-length +,heories, namalr the intro- 
duction of a "shplett iepgth, is gone, It ehould be mentioned here that 
the realization that dhensionaJ..a~lyeis furnishes practi,ca+ly all the 
results of the mixing theories ha8 grown steadily Sin0 fCamnanlS 1937 
Paper. C . B. Millikan (ref erenoe 51, Mises (reference 6 ) ,  Beichardt . (ref- . . 
erence 7), and lately Squire (reference 8 ) , ,  have'e~pressed this point of 
e 
view. In the discussion in later.papte of the present report t h i e  point 
will be taken, up again. 3 - 
- .  
Q There remains the third group of 'theoretical investigations, the 
etatietical.approach. In'the simplest case,, that of iaotropio turbulence, 
first treated by Taylor (reference 9) and subsepuently by Ka/& (ref er- 
ence lo), a, complete kinematic analysis could be developed. Fke dynafni- 
cal equations of motion could be reduced to a point at which definite 
solutions could be obtained for varf.ous epeoific aesumptions. But even.. 
here there does not exist a physical principle which permjts certain se- 
lection from among the vari'ous possible solutions. There hsve been but  
. .. -. 
few attempts to extend the statistical theories to more complicated case-6 - 
such as shear motion; I&m& diecussed these poesibilities and gave one. 
solution for..the ~aase of plane Couette flux, Weri more general attempt8 
for a statistical theory of turbulence have been made by Burgers; hareper, 
no reBult8 which can be cheeked kith experiments have been obtained as yet. 
Chou has developea a theory of turbulence (reference 11) using the 
- / equation6 of correlation e taFtbg  from Reynolda ' ?quati.sn for the double 
correlation and procee8ing to correlations of highe? order. Becauee of 
the nonlinear term in* tkie equation of motion,, it is tmpossfble to obtain . 
an equation vhich includes only correlations of one.order. The flpuble. 
correlation equation thus involves ,tern ~0~tainIn.g triple cwrelation, 
and so on. The aifficulty here iq, of course, to find an a r g ~ n t  to ' 
break the svibeequent equations off at a certain point. Here again a clear 
physical idea is needed,' bu% as' has not been faand. The applicatim 
.- 
of Chou '8 equation thus involves. an arbitrary assumption which, aei in pre- 
vious theories, has then to be checked by a comparison with experimental % 
results. a 
In summarizing, there exists at the present time no satisfactory the- 
- ory of turbulent flow. The concept of a simple mixing length is not 
I ueable and does not agree with experiment. The recent introduction by Lin, in an unpublished work on velocity and temperatwe distributions in 
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turbulent je ts ,  and by Prandtl and Gijrtler (reference 12) of the msump- 
t ion  of constant 'exchange coefficient does not .agrse with memurod values 
of the exchange coefficient, '  as w i l l  be shown i n  this r.eport. I n  general, 
the a b i l i t y  of a specif ic  phenomenological theory t o  predict a.rnean- 
velcjcity dis t r ibut ion which agrees well with meaeurements is not at  a l l  a 
proof' t h a t  the Usumptions of the theory axe correct.  In fac t ,  i n  tho 
example of the plane mixing region which is discutaed -in d e t a i l  i n  t h i s  
report, it w i l l  be shown tha t  both the theory based'on a "constant mixing 
length" and also the one based. on the "constant exchange coefficient" can 
be made to  agree wTth the experimental mean-velocity ditrtribution, i n  
spit-e-of the f a c t  that  neither the measured exchange coefficient nor the  
meawed mixing length is even apyroxima-kely constant. 
1 The s i tuat ion,  therefore, appears t o  be a8 follows: X only the 
; mean-velqcitg dis t r ibut ion of a turbulent-flow problem is desired, it 
i UEIually can be obtained by dimensional coneideratloas, aesuming a reason- 
able curve (e ,  g., . an e r ro r  function i n  the case of the nixing region), 
ii 
M 
and the  dstermination & one constant from experiment. For an understand- 
ing of turbulent f l o w  i n  general a study of var$ous mean-velocity dis-  
\ trLbutions is of l i t t l e  use. The f i e l& of turbulent f1uctua;tiom m u e t  -be v 
-I--- - 
1 stud-igd-i_n_-daf;a;t3. A t  the present time, it is believed tha t  extensive experimental re8 earch is of prlmary importance. The turbulent f luctua- 
tionsl shmld bo investigated i n  varfoue cases of turbulent flow ranging 
fram isotropio. turbulence t o  boundary layers and Jots.  The main purpose 
of such @I investigation would be t o  determine which charaoteristics of 
the f luctuat ing f i e l d  are universal and which vary essent ial ly  from one 
group of flow cases t o  another (e.g., f r e e  turbulence like jets  and wakes 
on one hand, boundary layers and channel flow on the other) .  Reichardt 
has proposed the developent of a theory of turbulence, in  an inductive 
way) from measurement6 (reference 7 ) .  However, s ince the only basfs or 
Rdchardt ~ E I  approach is mean-velacity distributione, h i s  work is open to 
exactly the same cr i t lc iam as tha t  applied t o  a comparison of other theo- 
r i e s  with mean-velocity dis t r ibut ions.  Reichardtfe f i n a l  equation, thero- 
fore,  mide  from obJections whioh can be raised regarding c e r t a i n i n v a r i -  
ant properties, appears t o  be merely an empirical interpol.ation formula. 
The hot-wire technique l a  developed t o  a point a t  which a l l  f luc tua t -  
fng velocity components'aud a l l  double correlations can be memured. It 
is l ike ly  that a knowledge of the.. t r i p l e  correlation, that; is, the diffu- 
s ion  of turbulent energy, is necessary. The development of a hot-wire 
.aircuLt' able t o  meaaure t r i p l e  correlations is- a t  present i n  progrees, 
.The measurements which are  discussed i n  t h i s  report are memurements 
' - .  of flow. i n  a two-dimensional mixing region. Ear l ie r  ..meaeurements along 
the same l ines  of a t tack have been cmried  out on an axia l ly  sgmmotrlcal 
Je t .  Measurements i n  a two-dimensional channel a r e  now i n  progres8 as 
a re  preliminary meaeuremts of a heated j e t  with eseent ial  differences 
i n  derusfty. 
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To carry out bxperimnte i n  a f i e ld  where th.ere ie l i t t l e  guidance 
from the theory is somewhat d i f f icul t .  It is entirely p08sibl8 that  
a f te r  a complete theory is known, it w i l l  be. fo.und that some t r i v i a l  meae- 
urements have been made and important ones omitted. !I!hia was th6 case i n  
the laminar instabil i ty an8 transition investigations i n  which many meas- 
urements of "natural" fluotuations i n  the laminar layer were carried out 
by various. observers, After the problem was clearly understood, it be- 
came evident that many of these measurements were of no use and repre- 
eented merely ihvestigatione of oqmplicated . . effeats  related t o  specific 
wind tunnels. - 
. .  . . .  
I n  order t o  reduce thia poesibility aa -mch as possible, it ie neces- 
sary t o  (a) try t o  define the experimsn'tul conilitiom as clearly as poesi- 
ble; f o r  ezamrple, make 'sure that s " t w ~ n s i o n ~ l "  Jet is two-dimensional 
t o  a sufficient deme, and (b) use as  much guSd&nce as possible from 
e n e r a  ma mcineKtum coneidexationa' ah& from dinnansioml amlys is .  
In a f i e l d  as  complicated as turbulence, even pr~&utiozb of th i s  
nature are  not always successful. For eraraple, the effect  of freestream 
turbulence upon the isotropic turbulence dmtream of a grid has been 
investigated i n  three institutioIi6; Cambridge, National Bureau of 
Standards, a d  WIT, with a f f e r e n t  results.  The reaeons fo r  thie dis- 
crepancy are not yet c l e e .  Here, evidently, a quantity which has been 
considered of minor importance and has not been measured cannot be neg- 
lected. This case shows also that a certain duplication of research is 
desirable here rather than superfluous. 
This investigation vas conducted at the Guggenheim Aeronautical 
Laboratoq, California, Ins t i tu te  of Technology, .under the spaasorship and 
with the financial assistance of the National Advisory Committee fo r  
Aeronsut ics  . - . .. 
The authors would lfke t o  acknowledge the cooperation of Mr. S. 
Correin. 
x i  Cartesian coordinatee. x l  = x is the longitudinal coordinate; X- 
. - 
axis is defined by the streamline & = 0.5; x. = 0 corresponds 
t o  the J e t  opening; ' xz 3 y is  the lateral coordinate, increaeing 
toward the f ree  stream 
6 
II 
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* 
a a constant determined by f i t t i n g  the memured veJocity pro f i l e  t o  
the theoretical one ' - 
w magnitude af instantaneotm velocity 
W magnitude of mean velocity 
q magnitude of f luctuat ing veloci ty  
component of w i n  the xi-direction 
U, r u comp&en&' of W i n  the xi. ( x) direct ion 
U, G v component of W i n  the  x i  (= y) direct ion . 
. . 
uif component of q i n  the '.xi-direction (u,' E u t ,  uel E ' v ' )  
Uo f ree-stream velocity 
- 
p instantrtneow a t a t i c  pressure 
p1  s t a t i c  -preesure f luotuation 
L .  
- .. 
p density , . 
, - 
p absolute viscosi ty  
v kinematic viscoeity 
6 boundam-layer thiclmess i n  general 
momentum th ic lmes~  of boundary layer 
h mlscroscale of turbulence 
L sca le  of turbulence 
7 shearing s t reas  
e turbulent exchange .coefficient 
2 mixlng length 
k double correlation coefficient expre~ieing correlation b.ekween u1 
and v' at a glven point 
% double correlation oobfficient expressing correlat ion of u' st 
two polflts displaced i n  y-direotion 
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-.a 
L Rz doub1.e correlation coeffi,cient expressing correlation of ut at F o  
points displaced in z-directlon . .  
i mean value of current through hot wire . . 
i, current through hot wire when ve1ocity.i~ zero 
. . 
e voltage across hot wire , 
R meas value of Pesistanoe of hot uire 
Ro reeistance of hot w i r e  at 0' C , . . 
. . 
R, resistance of hot wire at room temperature 
Z compensation resistance 
- 
. ,. 
y thermogalvanomater reading 
G gainof amplifier 
ac temperature coefficient of change of resiativity of the hot wire 
Classification of Tutbulent-Flow Probleya 
The fundamental problem in two-dimensional shear flow, turbulent or 
laminar, can be classified according to the following table: 
I The Couette flow is difficult to realize experimentally. The f low 
between rotating cylinders is similar, but the influence of centrifugal 
forces induces secondary flow even in the turbdent case. 
I 
r 
Boundary 
Free 
Solid 
Symmetric 
Jet, wake 
Channel 
~spi&,.mtric 
Mixiq region 
Boundary layer 
(Coueste flow) 
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The equations 'of m a t i o n  for the mean-?-.velacity die t r l bu t  ion can be 
reduced to the  standard b ~ u n ~ p l a y e r  form of the equations for all 
- 
theee conf iglwations except the chamel flow (and also Cmet.te flow3, for 
which even simgler equations hold. It is themfore useful to diacuss 
first the integml relations of boundary flow. . 
Integral Relations of B o ~ - U y e r  Flow1 
To discuse the behavior cf the mean-velocity distribution, the i nb -  
graL relations for mcmentum and energy in bcpndpry71ayer flow prove very 
useful. ' The momentum equations, that is, ICarm.u1s integTal equatiom, 
have been used a great'deal in cansiderations of this type. It wIU. be 
seen that the addition of the energy :nte~-a equation is ire- useful for 
a general diecussion of the behavior of the  man velocitg distribution. 
The boundary-layer equations are: 
Integrating equation (1) with respect to y between two variable llmits 
a ( x )  and b (x), say, furnishes the momentum integral equation: 
By transforming the second dntegrfil on the left, 
Hence, equation (3) becomes: 
I 
AIt has recently come to the attention of"%ho a~?*.h-i~s t h c a  gener- 
alized tecknique f g r  the application of int;gmi mothods far b*undary-hyer 
calculatione haa been presented by L. G. Loltsiamkii in reference 13. 
s NACA TIV no. 1257 
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. In a l l  cases of f ree  mixing and also f o r  the boundar;y'hyer on a flat 
= 0, e>d eqvation (4) beecama, i n  the laminar oaa3, p l a t e  ax 
and, i n  the turbulent case, 
.. 
Equations (5) w i l l  be diacuseed f o r  specif ic  casee after a 3 a r  equa- 
t ions f o r  the  energy have been written.  
Multiplying equation (1) with u and integrating furnishes an 
energy l a t e g a l  equation in  the form: 
By par t ia l  integration, 
Theref ore, b b b 1 t3uv @ = 1 [PU2.] + $1 u2 m ,Q 
a 63 2 a a 
ax 
Hence equation (6) becomes: 
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and, in the turbulent case, 
The eame type of eguatfon canbe written for the axially s ~ t r l c a l  
oase and. also for the terqpsmture. 
Application8 sf' the I n t e e  Eguatione 
The use of the i n t e d  equations for mixing problems w i l l  be illus- 
trated bg two examples: the Jet and the mixing zone. 
Jet.- The probLem is eymmetricd; hence the integratiaa frcm a to 
-
b ie replaced bg 0 to b(x) . Then 2b ie taken as the width of the 
,letj that is, b denotes the dintance from the axis of s~lnsletry where, 
w i t h  sufficient accuracy, u = 0. Thus, bquation (5) becomes, 
Since ? = 0 and u = 0 atf y 8 ,  and v = 0 at y = 0 by 
symwtryy equation (8) becomes, s l m i ~ 1 y ,  
Hem ej  
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for both the laminar and turbulent cases and 
as- 
L 
In the incompressible, W l y  developed jet ,  asswne s imi lar i ty  and thus 
put: 
- 
- 
Equations (9) and (10a) are auff iuient t o  determine uo(x), b (x) for 
the laminar je t .  For the  turbulent j e t  an assumption m e t  be made f o r  
- 
u t v t .  By dimensional reasoning, l e t  
 hen equation (9) becomes 
1. 
ps%:[fa(rl)drl = M 
,-. 
0 
aqd equations (10) became I 2 1  - i. hi, +
-PUO b [ 1 f ~ ( ~ ) 1 ~ 4 p L ,  I - 
or, if the  constants a r e  omitted f o r  the time being, 
where p = constant over the flow field. 
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Hence, 
1 u0 " ia the twbulent  caae 
Laminar Turbulent 
. ,. 
Or, if ui ie defined as the i n i t i a l  velocity of the Jet, M = pui 2 
-. . - . 
. .  . 
far a gived nozzle size, and the follcwin@; d3meneionlese PO& can be 
w r i t  ten: 
Turbulent 
= constant 
X 
The ccnatants can be determined if specific velocity and. shear distribu- 
t i ons  are assumed. For the velocity distr ibut ion a reasonable function 
is, for example, 
. . 
. . . - 
. . 
Free mixing zone .- In the symnetrical problem of the j e t  the two in- 
- - 
tegral relations' detemnFne the behavior of % (x) and of b (x) . In tho 
unsy~rslatsicalmfxing region there ex i s t s  a fpee stream of constant velcc- 
i ty .  Simtlarity downstream means, coosequantly, that the velocity and 
shear a r e  functione of only one variable q . Nov, however, the mLring 
process I s -  not symmetkicd and t w o .  equatlonrs. are a & d e d  t o  determine the 
different ratee of spread in to  the  f ree  etmam and into the a i r  a t T e s t  
(or i n to  a i r  moving a t  a different velocity).  C a l l  the width of the 
e 
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region b(X + a) where b is a fuaction of x, and a is a conatat. 
The m r s m n t u r n - ~ f  on, equakion ( 5 ) ,  furnishes, if v = 0 at g = b, 
. . 
. ..- 
or 
Introducing 
gives 
Eence, t h e r e  is obtained the t r i v i a l  eolution b = constant, %hat is, 
no miring, or , . 
,., . 
'_ 
. .. . 
. - 
' f.2 &I, = 1 
. -. 
-u 
which determines a. 
The energy equation .furnishes : 
2 
or, with t h e  turbulent 7 = pUo g(q), since Uo is the only character- 
istic velocity, .. . 
- - .  
, 1, . 
2 . . . 
b a .- 
-a :. .. 
. . 
. 
. - 
. .- - 
, . 
- a .  .. - 
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in  the lamfnes case 
db - 
dx 
constant in the t w b u l e ~ ~ t  caes 
The ddXf eank ra te  of spread I s  dete&.ned once the velocity -profile is 
known. 
A n  extensicn to1 the mixing between two streams of different veloci- 
t i e s  is simple. A suitable velocity profi le  here is 
L. - .  .- 
f (q )  = 4(q) -c:. -Fa- - & . . 
- - 
- 
where ~ ( q )  i e  the e r r o r  integral. The same function-wa'BBueFd by 
. 
Reic'hardt (reference 7) and was found t o  be also the fire t -afirox2matf on 
i In GtktJ.eras computations which were based upon the aeewnption of .a con- . 
:, stmt exchange coefficient (reference 12). 
Turbulent mixing problems based on the e-gw assumption have been 
diecwsed recently by Squire (reference 8). However, it is believed that 
the use of' an i n t e r n  relation f o r  the energy as  w e l l  as fo r  the momen-. 
tun makes the treatment more uniform and allows the detemifnatfon of the 
parer laws for  velocity and width of mixing zones in a .very direct and 
simple manner. 
The Energy Balance f o r  the Fluctuating Motion 
.A disoyrs,ion of the energy balance of the fluotuatlng motion ha8 been 
given by .(reference M). The relations given here are esseribially- 
the same. 3CELMn&n, however, considered .paral lel  ehear motion; here .it. 'is . 
necessary t o  deal with flow of the boundary-layer type, that is, i n  the 
Present caee.,there is no ,mean-pressure gradient, but there are two ccmpo- 
nents of mean velocity. 
* In  order t o  derive the- equations without exteneive writing, it is 
convenient t o  change notation and use Cartesian tensor notation t o  denote 
the pressure and.tha. coqonents of the velocity: 
w 
. -  . .  . .- 
... - -  
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* 
Denote the coordinates by XI, xa, xs. ~urthekiwre, the eummation conven- 
tion is applied. The Navier-Stokes equation for incompressible motion 
can then be written simply as, . .. - 
- 
Equation (u) is written for the instantaneous velocity; averapes Wr---- - 
. 
 ti^^ will be taken only after forming an energy equation. This is the 
eeseatial difference between this equation and the previaus energy rela- 
ticn given for the metan flow. Multiplying equation (U) b y  ui furnishes 
. . 
Now u i u ~  = u12 + uz2 + ua2 = w2. F&theTmbTe2 themlast tern on-the = .  
right eide of equation (12) can be rewritten: .. . 
Hence eqcation ( 3 2 )  becomes 
. - 
-- . - 
,.. - 
- 
,. Take the time average of equation (l3), and use the following facte: 
- , 
aF 
(a) The mean motion is 'aesumed steaay! ,- a 
., - J 
(b) The term ccmkbing only mean-speed terms cancel each other. 
. .  - 
-- 
(c) The mean 'value of any fluctuation coqonent vanishes. . . 
There 18 then obtained 
where 
- - - 
X p t i o n  (14) can be eimpLified somewhat by us:% the boundary-4ver 
appmxfmati~iu. It m a t  be kept in mind, however, that the boundmy-layer 
. 
condltiona apply to the mean speed and the derivative8 of mean qw.ntitie8 
only, t hae  is, . . 
i f  6 8encrt;ee a boundary-la~er thickness, but  
also, 
however, 
where h denotee the so-called microscale of turbulence @ i s  dlscu~ised 
in de ta i l  l a t e r .  By uering t h e  reasoning, equation (14) beccmes: 
The order of mgnitude .of the terms or' equation (15) can ncw be com&e& 
i n  a way similar to t h a t  used i n  Ei$&ss papar: the flaw represented by . 
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I equaki-on (15) coiit'airid one cha-~a~PtorUtio velocity U ,a;ad two character- 
istic lengths 6 and h. The fl~tuettlng quantities will, as beforflf, be 
referred to TJ. Thus, rewrite: qz .Y U2, aad so forth, and the follow-- 
ing expreseion is obtained: 
. , . .  . . 
. . , . . . 
where the ai have the character of correlation coefficients and depend 
on X2 3 6 , say. In c6mparing the.order of magnitude of the terms in 
equation (15) the following distinction must'be maBe: 
(a) Compare the order at a given .q, at different downstream p w i -  
1 
.A tions . 
(b) Compare the order at W f  - .  erent values - of , q across the mixing 
, . . . 
. r&gion. . J  . -- - .  . . . :- . - 
. . 
'Phe diecussion for i t a m  (a) is equivalent to 3C&mhrs discuesion. 
First, 
- . . .  . -. - . 
- 
since 6>> 1, and At is very unlikely that is*mch different from 
as. The rest of the term are of the same order if the fundamental re=- 
tion between A and 6 is. satisfied (reference 14), that is, if 
" ,( - -/g 
6 
where a deiende on tke ooeff icients si and thus aU - q . .. T h a t  this 
tyye of relation is satisfied will be shown later 'from e&imen& re- 
sults, in a-miyigg .zone. , - .. + -- 
- -  . .  
-- . 
. * -  . 
To comgare the order of magnLtude across a mixing zcne or bo& 
layer, as indicated in item (b), requires the ]mawledge of the mechanian 
of turbulence or exgerimental measurements. This corresponds, of course, 
. to the fact that the &+energy and momentun eg)aations cannot furnish. 
the velocity. profile but lead to genera3 relations for the zfdownbtrsam) 
variation of the characteristic quantikies a;Pter s velocity ~stribution 
is known. The general relation is between .I and 6. 
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Frommeasuremente, as reported later, the following picture is 0b- 
tained: 
. . .  
, , 
an1 
u1tu2r measured ("Production" term) 
a -  = u2'(12 unknown ("~i~fusion" term involving 
. . 
triple correlation) 
l a -  
- -. ptu2' . unknow~l~ (SF general nature) 
P ha 
known approximately (since h(q)  has' 
been memured) 
St ie evident f'rom the present considerations that measuremmt of the 
triple correlation 1s extremely desirable. In the following sectiona of - 
the report a dfscuesion of the meaauremsnta for the case of the plase mix-. 
ing zone ier presented. The result8 of these measurements wi l l  then be 
treated In the light of these consideratione. 
, 
EQKDMEIW AND PROCEXXJRE 
The investigation was carried out in the vind tunnel sham in figure 
1. The tunnel ie es2ecially designed for investigations o f . t w ~ n s i o n a l  
nature became of an 8:l aspect ratib (60 by 7.5 in..) * The turbulence 
level is controlled by a honeycomb and seamlees precision scree-, followed 
by a 10:l contraction. The screens have 18 meshes per inch and a W e  di-- 
ameter of 0.018 inch. The honeycomb consists of pap-er mailing tubes, 6 
,. inohes 10- and 1 :inch in diameter. 
. 
The jet emerging fram the contraction (fig. 1) is..allawed to mix on 
onB of its boundariee with the stiU air. The other boundaries are ~olid 
. . 
' .v. 
walls. It I s  especially import-mt that the boundary opposite to the mix- 
, . .! , $-I. 
. - ..  ing zone under investigation be closed. Th$e is achieved by m e a n s  of-a 
...:I plate-glass eurf'ace which reduces influences of any .Wt in the room on 
the half' jet and tmgmvee the two-Bimensional character of the jet. 
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I I , .  r .  
. .  . .  
- . The tunnel is aperated by a 62-horsepower stati?&~3i&-l~-i1 
engine, noEW.ly operating a t  a fraction of i t s , ra t ing ,  which drives two 
eight-blade fans. The speed is c a t r o l l e d  remotely by means of a mall 
electr ic  motor which drives the th ro t t l e  through a gear and leaa-screu 
system. The velocity range o'f the tunnel is a3out 5 t o  40 meters per 
second. Th,e.,rzgeer&6nt@ were teed out at a meed. of 18 meters ~e_r sec- 
ond. 
- 
.- . . .- 
Traversing l$echapimn -, . . . _  
- -- 
Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the types of mechanism used during the ex-- 
perfments. Traversing i n  the long~tuclinal direction (x-direction) , p- 
a l l e l  t o  the mean flow, was done by a hand-operated screw (fig. 2). In 
the l a t e r a l  direction (y-direction) the hot-wire carriage was moved by a 
a m a l l  &volt direct-current motor (f i g  . 3) . A revolution counter in&- 
mted the position of the hot wire within 50.02 centimeter. 
The hot-wire carriage (fig. 3) consisted of a. Z-ehpe braser ba5-hich 
could be rotatea i n  a horizontal plane by mans of Q s m a l l  gear and lead- 
ecrew ayetern. Meane were provided fo r  reading the rotation angle. The 
hot-ire holder consisted of ceramic tub iw f i t t e d  i n  a short brass tube 
munted on the top of the Z bar. - The mounting was SO constructed that 
the hoewire holder could be rotated i n  horizontal acnd'vez%ic~tl planes. 
T u s  &~rrangement was necessaq fo r  measurements of vr ~qnd comelation : 
coefficient k. - -  - .  
. . 
For the measuremsnts of the Ry * correlation, the travsrsing msc- 
%ern ehawn i n  figure 4 was used. . 9ne 'of the hot-wire holders w a s  station- 
ary, the other was movable bg meam of a hand-operated screw. Care m a  
taken t o  maintain the two hot w i r e 6  parallel.  The initial distance be- 
tween the wiree was measurea with an ocular micrameter. The accuracy of 
the mschanism was a.006 centimeter. 
Hot-Wire Equipment 
The hot-wire apparatus used during the measurements is &scribed in 
deta i l  i n  reference 5. 
-. 
Mean-speed measurements .- A half-mil (0.0005 in. ) platinum wire of 
l-cent,$m.eter length was used. The measurements were made by the constant- 
resistance method. This method has the advantage of keeping the wire 
se tn~i t iv i ty  C O ~ S ~ I ~  throughout the velocity profile.  
. It iau~t  be kept in-mind, 'of course, that  the hat wire measures the 
absolute magnitude of the velocity. 
  ow ever, as w i l l  be seen Later, it 
i s , jue t i f i ab le  t o  aesume that  the l a t e r a l  ccmponent of velocity is very 
much smaller than. the longitudipal compo,nen$ throu&ou%. the =in portion 
of the half Jet. 
The tameverse cmnpmnt of the velocity-was also mea~lured at  
x = 54.3 cant~w&re. The method was as follows: TKP ident ical  hot wlree 
were placed at  a ctistance of 15 ceritimeters, one behind the other in'the 
&ownetream direction. The velocity difference & was measured ackoee' 
the milring zone, Since 
the graphical integration of the function 
gives the dis t r ibut i6n of the tranever~e con~omnt  of the velocity f o r  a 
constant value of x. 
. 
Turbulence measuTement,- For the investigation of turbulent f l u c t ~  
atione, 0 .0002b in~h  ~olJ,giston wfre was used. The w i r e  was soft.-eoldered. 
to the tips of fine r~ewing needles a f t e r  the s i l v e r  coating had been 
etched of f .  The longitudinal coaponent of the fluctueti-orre was measured 
With a s ingle  .hot wire, the Lateral component with a bi-plaqe X-type 
meter composed of two hot wires. The raeas~aments were carried out by .l 
conventional. methods. 
- 
U I V f  The method Meaburement of the double comelation coeffioient 
used is similar t o  the one proposed by H. K. Skramstad (reference a). 
The correlation coefficient was measured with the same X-type meter as 
wae used f o r  v' measuramenta . The method consists i n  put t ing,  the  out- 
puts of' the two wires sepakately thrcugh the amplifier, and ale0 the sum 
(or difference) of the outguts. It is eesential  t o  make a correction f o r  
the difference i n  eens i t iv i ty  of the two wires. The method of correction 
is given In appe- A.  This msthod w w  worked out and used by P. Johnson 
at the California I n s t i t u t e  of Technology durdng sfmilar zneasuxements on 
a f la t  plate .  
An al ternat ive mathod of lneaeuring the double correlat$on cwf f i c l en t  
WELEI also wed; t h i s  involved photographlo recording@ of correlation Ng- 
ures from the screen of an oscflloscope, _!Thier t;ype of' mewurement w&e 
fEmt made by Rwichardt ( reference?) .  The procedure'ie as , f o U m :  Ut- I 
and. v'-meters are moiulted next; 60 each other as close as possible. 
 signal^ from the m e t e r s  are amplified by two seperate EunpWlerf3 
which  must, of c o m e ,  .haye the same freguency and phase-shift character- .. 
IEICICB., The separate outpute of' the two amplifiers. are then connected, 
One t o  the horizonCal and the other t o  the ver t i ca l  def1ect;ion p u t 9  of 
' 
t he  osoilloeooper The gain '& the oacilloscopB amplifiers is e e t  In such 
a way that  the mplitudes of the horizontal-& ver t ica l  f l w t u a t i o m  
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become the same. The crosses on .the pictures (f ige. 5 to U) are obtained 
by setting the gain of first the h~iZOilta3 and then the vertical oscillo- 
scope amplifier to zero; thus a check for the mplitudee of the fluctua- 
tions is obtained. The figures were photographed with an exposure time of 
12 eeconds. The correlation coefficient is calcu3.ated from the equation 
where a and b axe the mjor and a n o r  axee, respectively, of the cor- 
relation ellipsd. 
- .  
&z~surement of microa~le turb&enE.- This involved meaaurernenta of 
correlation between longitudinal veloclky fluctuationC it two diffeI33nt - 
points. TKO parallel O.COO2b-inch wires were used, one stationary and 
one movable. From the outputa of the wires, % was cormputed. The mJ cm- 
scale of turbulence then was obtained by fitti& a parabola to the upper 
part of the Ry correlation curve. 
Gorrelation figures were also obtained on the screen of'm 0~cillO- 
acope . 
- --.. 
RBUL!FS AND DISCUSSION 
Velocity 'Distributions 
Careful velocity measurements an& visual observation of the velocity 
fluctuations on the oscilloec~pe show the following facts: 
- - 
(a) The boundary layer at the mouth of. the jet is only 0.1 centimeter 
thick and is laminar. 
(b) The free boundary layer is laminar from x = 0 to r a 6 centi- 
meters. The transition from laminar to turbulent flaw at 
x 6 centimeters can be seen clearly on the oecilloecape. . 
(c ) FuUyY developed turbulent-velocity profiles are obtained only for 
x > 30 centimeters, approximately. 
, -  . 
.. - 
Figure 12 shows the mean-velocity distiibutions .across the .&xing 
zone at different stati~ns downatream: at x = 10, 30, 34.3, 75, and 90 
centimeters. For~convenience in the figure the x-axis is chosen parallel. 
to the free-stream direction. 
 his .is Tollmienrs notation; in all other 
. 7 -  . 
figures the x-aris corresponde to the - * - 0.5 streamline.) 'The 
uo 
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boundexies of the- mixing region were chosen a rb i . t r a~ i ly ,  defined by the 
etreamlinee' corresponding t o  A- = 0.93 and 2- = 0 .lo. It cean be asen 
uo uo 
that f o r  x > 30 centimeters, where the f u l l y  developed turbulent veloc- 
i t y  grof i ies  exis t ,  the spread is l inear .  
In  order t o  demonstrate more expl ic i t ly  the d i f f e a n c e  between the 
velocity distributions in  the p a r t i a l l y  developed and the fully be-feloped 
turbulent mixing regiona, f i w e  13 shows the measured velocity prof i les  
plot ted on a nor~dlmensional scale.  It is inmediately obvious tha t  while 
the velocity prof i les  measured at  x = 90, 75, @, and 54.3 centimeters 
(the f u l l y  developed region) follow the same curve, t ha t  is, they are  
similar; a t  x = 20 the measWe8 p ro f i l e  deviates appreciably from the 
f k U y  developed type. 
The resu l t s  of the lateml-velocity-cqonent measurements are given 
in . f igu re  14. The meaouremants-were carried- out only up t o  E = -4.6, 
because at la rger  values of g the f ront  hot wire was i n  the region 
where u is no longer large ccmpared with v; therefoke, the assumption - 
t ha t  the  abeolute magnitude of the velocity indicated by the hot wire may- 
be considered equal t o  the ve loc i t r  component, u, no longer holds. 
By use of C%rtlerle t h e o r e t l c a  value6 of the l a t e r a l  mean-velocitx 
c-omponent, which are convenient m d  accurate enough f o r  comguting a c o p  
rect ion of this type, u/bo wae calculated fronr the measured absolute . 
- 
m~beplitude of the velocity. It was found that,  i n  the regfon a < 5 < -1.4 
the e r ro r  involved i n  neglectira this correction i s  of the same order of 
~mgnitude as the  eqerimental  sca t te r .  This ju s t i f i e s  neglecting-the dff- 
ference between the absolute magnitude of the velocity and its longltudiual 
component f o r  w < 5 < -1.4, and the hot -wi~e  measurement8 may be c o w  
sidered t o  be correct i n  thle region. 
.- 
One mean-velocity distribution, t ha t  a t  x = 54.3 centimeters, k e  
measurod with a total-head tube i n  order t o  see how closely the resul t8  
agreed with the hot-wire measurements. The reeul te  are plot ted i n  figure 
17; the agreement seem t o  be sa-t;isfactory. The ef fec t  of large velocity 
. 
fluctuations on the high total-head-tube reading a t  l o w  velocities can be 
seen clear ly i n  the figure: 
On comparing the r e su l t s  with measuremen& given i n  the papers of 
Tollmien (reference 18) and Cordes, the agreement seems t o  be satiafactury; 
ReicharBtts resul ts ,  however, diverge appreciably. The value of a 
i n  Tollmien's obtained by t he  Gttlmgen memure- 
mente (referehce 19) is 11-99; Cordea gives 0 = 11.95 (reference 15) as 
compared with l2.O obtained with the present measurements (fig.  14), i n  
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. each case the value of o ~being chosen f o r  the bes t  f i t  to Tollmien's 
curve. F i t t i ng  Gijrtler's theore t ica l  curve the present measurements give 
o = 11.0 (f f g. 15); while Reichardtis value of 0 9s 13.5 (reference 12).  
Reichardt noticed the discrepincy betweeri h i s  and e a r l i e r  measurernext8 t 
and explained it bg the f a c t  that e m l y  rteasurements d id  not go fm enough 
away from the j e t  opening. It i s  believed, however, t h a t  three-aimensional 
e f f ec t s  may have disturbed the flow conditions during ReichaTdtfs meaeure- 
ments. The two-dimensionality of the j e t  used during the present measirbe- 
ments w a s  checked and confirmed. 
In a comparison of the meaeured velocity p ro f i l e s  with the e e s t i n g  
theories it ti,s found, as mentioned 2n the h t roduct ion ,  that by amaF- . 
propriate choice of the c o k t a n t  o bo%h .the theory based on cC2iatan-k 
mixing length and the one based on constant exchange coeff_i_qienk can be 
made to' agree w i t h  the velocity d is t r ibut ion  obbined by nf%sGenient. 
Figure 14  shows t h a t  f o r  a = 12.0 the agreement wlth Tollmient s .veloc - 
i t y  pro f i l e  is fair- good; while far cs =.ll.O ' w r t 1 e r t a  veloci* pro- 
f i l e  i s  be t te r  apprbximated (f ig .  15). A s  a matter of f a c t , - a s  e ~ o r  
in tegra l  cyme ( .@rt ler ts  fir'st .approximation) gives a reasanable agree- . . 
ment with the mea&wed values .as shown i n  f igure  J$ A 
. . 
. IS., - .  .. . . 
I n  order t o  avoid t h i s  a rb i t ra r iness  in: th& choice of 0, a coniea- 
t e n t  parameter was chosen that  could be completely defined fr& the mas- 
urod velocity dis t r ibut ions a t  every value of x .  Such a parGmeter ie 8 ,  
known as the momentum thickness i n  the boundary-layer thee* and i s  de- 
f-d a t  a given value of x as .( / f  pr . G n r f  .Jens,.td -  - - =   . . - .-. - :- . - . . 
-- - . 
. . 
-. 
..! . - ---.. 
.. . 
Therefore, in presenting the &asurea data i n  the f igures  subsequent to - - 
f igure 15, a l l  quant i t ies  a r e  plot ted againat y/6. 
. -- 
Turbulence Level 
7 - -  - 
- 
&urements of the longitudinal and l a t e r a l  cdmponents of the veloc- 
i t y  f luctuat ions were carr ied out at t h e e  s tat ions:  x = 30 centimetare, 
x = 54.3 centimeters, and x = 75 centimeters. Figures 16, 17, and 18 . 
show the distribut.Lon of the r e l a t ive  veloci ty  f luctuat ions or turbulence 
levels ,  ut/u and vt/u, a t  the three s h t i o n s .  It can be seen from 
. . 
these f igures  t h a t  . . - 
- .  
- -  . .. 
- L 
---. - -  - 
- (a) The l a t e r a l  e s t r i b u t i o n  of u f /u  remains very neaxly the  same 
f o r  d i f fe rent  a i s t a n ~ e a  downstrean of the j e t  opening; the 
same is true of vt  /u. 
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(b ) Both tuFLulence levela mach a at the outer edge of the 
mixir@ zane . 
It is interesting to note that Corrsinls measuremate in an axially. 
symnetrical Jet (reference 20) show similar distributiw of both ut,/u 
aud vl/u. Of course, the turbulence levels in the hi&~-velooity region 
of each cross section are much hlgher becake a fully d.evel.oped f'res- 
turbulent Je-; has no free--stream flaw; that ts, it has n0.adjacen.t; stream 
au with --= 0 and with a turbulence level which is small and due to the 
dy 
tunnel only and hence, independent of the mixing mechanism. Nevertheless, 
the gene& cheracter of the distributlon~ is similar in the two cases. 
In o,rdor to get a better picture of the velocity fluctuations them- 
selves, ut and vv, their distributlon is plotted in a dimeneionless 
form, ut/tJo and vt/Uo, In figure 29. It I s  seen that the h u e  of . 
ut/Uo is considerably higher aomae the mixing zone than the value of 
vf/uo. Furthermore, the v* fluctu.ations seem to reach' maximum value 
somewhat claser to the free rstream than do the ut fluctuations. Also 
it should be no*%& that the fluctuatlom are sonewhat; lower for x = 30 
centimeters, ?mzame the ~@in+.re haa-naf;yet. reached the .f uUy devel- 
aped turbul.ent-%Eiit~.--~ - - -  - .  
---. 
It sliould be kntloned that no effort wae made to oorlxct the hot- ; 
wire msgusuraments in re~ions of hlgh turbulence level. The nature of 
these corrections is discussed briefly in reference 20. 
Correlation Coefificiexit Measurements 
$iwes J-6, 17, and 18 ehow the dietribution of the double comela-- 
-- 
ulv? tion coefficient k = -
utvs at the stations x = 30 centimeters, x = 54.3 
centimeters, and x = 75 centimeters. A cong?arison of the three distri- 
butions is even in figure 19 where the solid line indicates the average 
values of the correlation coefficient at the three stations. 
The correlation coefficients on the free-stmem eike of the mixing 
zone seem to be somewhat high. This probably ie due to the fact that the 
rneasuremont of the wire serisltivitiee S1 and Sz Is more difficult 
here because of the one-elded fluctuations,. which will be mentioned later. 
Furthermore, the influence ,of --the ra t lo  s1/s2 on the value of k is. 
more pronounced in t h i ~  region (appendix A). 
As mentioned earlier, an aLterna.tive IUE-thod o f  meaeurfng the correla- 
tion coefficient was aUo,enq?loyed. Theee measurements, however, are 
less accurate. This be~meer pmticularly evident near the free stream 
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(figs. 6 and 7 ) .  It can be seon t h a t  calrulat ion of the correlation coef- 
f i c i e n t  ( that  is, by maasuring the %jar a d  minor axes cf the " e ~ ~ s e " )  
from figure8 6 and 7 i s  unrel iable ,  Fror~ frames 9 and 10 tho calculated 
correlation coefficient i~ k = -0.45, and k = -0.38 a0 cowsred with 
k = 4 .g l  and k = -0.40 obt-ained by wing the double hot-wi.re methorl.  
On th5 other band, the pictmws show the in'cerssting way i n  which the  
corr~elrz%ion betweea ue and v' chznges across the m l ~ i a g  zone. PI-+"8 
5 is tt13re~ Ln the f r ee  stream where k = 0. It is wortb n o t j c i w  thz t  
the circuLer spot is f o m d  by imEvidual arcs of mdre o r  l e s s  cii~1- - 
shape. This can be seen ever1 be t t e r  in f igure SO, whero on the r ight  
s ide  a p i c t w e  of short  exposare shows the shape of mch an arc. This 
shows that although k = 0 i n  the  f r e e  s-tiream, %.he fl.uci;uat.ioas in  the 
f r ee  stream are  not en t i re ly  of random character, which is a w e l l - h ~ W n  
character is t ic  of low-tu~~bulence t u n e l a ,  The picture i n  f igme 21 was 
taken i n  the isotropic turbulent f ie ld behind a screen. Agein k = 0, 
but the picture  on the r ight  showa tha t  here u t  and v P  are t r u l y  of 
random character. - - - - - 
, . 
- 
-- 
Flwe 6 was taken at  the free-stream edge of the mixing zone. It 
is  seen tha t  the c i rcu lar  shape of the correlation f i g m e  Fs samewhat 
distorted, an indication t h a t  the correlat ion coeff ic ient  is  no longer 
zero. It i s  t o  be noted tha t  t h i s  distortion occurs jn only m e  Urec- 
t ion. I n  figures 7 and 8 the a s t o r t i o n  is  even more pronounced. FJgure 
9 shows the highest correlation; while figures 10 and 11 were taken on 
the outer edge of the mixing zone ( that  is, the zero-velocity edge) where 
the correlation coefficient decreases. 
Corrsin (reference 20) a l so  measured the correlation coefficient a t  
one sect ion i n  the ax ia l ly  syrmnetrical j e t .  The maximmu value was -0.42. 
The explanation f o r  the difference betwean tha t  rmxbnm value and the one 
presented here is  not evident. - - - - 
Turbulent Shearing Stress  
F m m  the measured carrelat ion coefficient and the components of %he 
turbulent fluctuations, the turbulent shear can be calculated easi ly .  
Figure 22 shows a c q a r i s o i l  of the measured shear and that  obtained 
from ToUmients and G r t l e r t s  theories.  The method of computing the 
shear dis t r ibut ions from the velocity p ro f i l e  of Gijrtler was given by 
C . C . L i n  (appendix B) . The same method w a s  used f o r  calculating the 
shear from ToU_mients velocity p.-ofile; of course, t h i s  can be carried out 
analyt ical ly  since the velocity d is t r ibut ion  is given i n  a closed form. 
It is seen tha t  the measured shear is  considerably amaLler than the 
theoret lcal  values of Tollmien and G r t l e r .  The difference batween the 
maximum values is  about 29 percent. The difference on the outer edge of 
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the  mixing zone is even larger  end 18, of course, due t o  the f a c t  tha t  
both theories assumedfixlly turbulent flaw across the errtire widt.h of the 
mixing zone. T h l s  asswnption was found t o  be incorrect. (see oscill*. 
g r w  i n  reference 20. ) 
The calculation of the shear dis t r ibut ion from the measured velocity 
p ro f i l e  waa &o carr ied out. In  evaluating the constant of integration 
(appendix B) the condition tha t  r be maximum where = 0 was used 
3 ~ "  
Instead of the boundary condition at the outer edge of the mixing region; 
tha t  is, 7 = 0 when $ = 0. 
.The reason for choosing tlhis was  t h a t  st the outer e Q e  of the mix- 
ing region the simplified form of the flow equation used i n  the analysis 
does not hold; it was thought, therefom? that the evalnation of the con- 
s-* of intsgrat lon fram conditions a t  the outer edge is  not jus t i f ied .  
- 2  
The condition that  T has a maximum a t  - a = 0, appears physiaally 
ay2 
sound. (The mixing-length theories lead a b o ,  of course, t o  this cond.1- 
t i an . )  It should be pointed out that by this method of calculation the 
shear has poaitive vaJ.ues at  the outer edge of the mixing zone. 
.. . 
F3g-e 22 shows a good agreement bet\-esn the calculated ehear from 
the measured velocity prof i le  and the measured shear. 
Frcrm. the  measured shear and @he velocity gradient, the mibng length 
and the exchange coefficient dis t r ibut ions across *he mixiw zone were 
computed ( f ig .  23). The izYe&ar shape of the curves is due.to the dif- 
f icu l ty  of obtaining the  slope of the  velocity p ro f i l e  graphically. 
It is seen from figure 23 t ha t  neither the  assumption of constant 
mixing length nor' that of constant exchange coefficient holds throughout 
the mlxing region. . . 
Microscale of Turbulence 
Measurements of correlation between the lotigitudlinal fluctuations a t  
two different  points at  various posit ions i n  the mixing region are pre- 
sented I n  f iguree 24 t o  29. The measured values of Rg were plot ted O n  
a ra ther  large ecale, so that the parabola defining the microscale of 
twbulence h could be obtained with reasonable accuracy. Figure 24 
shows the Ry dietr ibut ion at different  latmal. poa.itions f o r  x = 30 
centimeters . It is seen from this , f igure ,  that the parabola correspoz&ing 
. 
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. . 
. ' .  
. - -  . . 
. . .  
- . .  
- 2 . -  
'for A PCO i24. :centimeter ' is faiair3.y well'3&3&d by the &&lrec'poini~ - 
' ..as& that the parab olps . cokyespon@ing to X = 0.21 cent.~metek and 
A k: 0 '27 centimeter fall above belaw the measured points, re'fjpec- 
tively.. Thus the deterdninat$on of- by fitting the 
neighborhood of the origin can b obtained within 
. . 
curacy. 
Figure 24 is reproduced in figure 25 In order to ehov more explic- 
itly tne interestiw .resu~'t that the microscale of ttu'bulence is COB- 
stant acmas the nixing region. This result is confirmed further by ' 
measurements at the :cross sections x = 54.3 centimeters and x = 75 
centimeters (figs, 27 'aid 28). . . . , . .  . . . . 
- -  - 
. . 
- 
Considerable error in neas~wemnts was Introduced at points close 
to the outer edge of the mixing zone. At these points, the large 1at- 
eral component 'of the velocity cawed the outer wire to fall, into the 
wake of the inner one as' the two-wires were placed close to each other. 
Figure 30. a h m  this effect. ,It is seen that, w h L b  for f = '4.97 the 
- - .  
effect shows up only when the wires are 0 -025 centimeter apart, for -' -- 
- 
. . 
J L . =  -3.48, the error become appreciable at a wire dietkc* Ibf 0.10 ' - .  
t!l . - 
centimeter. No effort was made to correct such error; ' measurd&nts a€ 
such points were disregarded since any correction at these large turbu- 
lent levels is doubtful. . . . . 7 - . - 1  . . .  
As a matter of interest, some correlation pictures were taken.at 
the point x = 75 centimeters, ' = 1.99 for wire dletances a = 0.027, 
. # 
and d 5 0.19 centimeter. (see f igs : 31 aad 32. ) The 'pictkes on %he 
-. - . left-hand side were taken with a 15-centimeter expoeure, the opes on the 
right were inatantaneoue pictures. The calculated correlation coezfi- 
cients from these pictures are By = 0.985 and Ry = 0.89 aa compared 
.with 0.99 and 0.902 obtained by direct measurements. 
The correlatfon ccefficfent RZ, expressing the correlation be- 
, tween the uf fluctuations at two points displaced in'the z-dlrection, 
m8 also neasured at OW point of the mixhg zona to check. the as sung^ 
tion of two-dimeasional flow. Ff gure 33 s h e  thkt the - Ry' . and RZ 
. , 
. . .  distributions- are identical wfthin the range of scatter. 
. . .  
- .  
. - . .  
- .. 
. . - . -. 
. - .  
.. . 
. - 
. .. . 
.- .< 
- 
. . -- . 
. ---- . ..L 
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I . .  
. . 
. - I .  . .. 
" -. 
. - -  . . 
- -. .- . .- .-- - - .  
- 
,.L . 
. 'From the-measlirsd . RY distribut'ione, the Gnituae'bf the scale of  
turbulence could be estfmated. This wa8 done by fittiw an exponential 
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f'unction to the Ry distribution, as shown In figure 34. It was found that 
for a given value of x the scale decreases eomewhat from the free- 
stream side of the mixing region toward the outer edge. The langitudlnal 
distribution of the scetle at approximately the same values of y/9 ehars 
a linear inorease with x. (see fig. 35. ) This figure aLso show the 
variation of the microscale of turbulence with x. Thie variation can 
be approximated by a parabola (straight-line approximation would give a 
- 
- 
finite value of x = 0). 
Energy Balance Estimated from the Meaaured Quantities 
The energy equation in a twc+dimen&iomlmixing region hae the form 
(from equation (15) uIlder Analytical ~onsideratione ) : 
The first term represents. the production of turbulent energy and .can be 
calculated from the measured shear stress and velocity profile. The 
third term oan also be calculated from the measured fluctuating veloci- 
ties and can be shown to be negligibly small compared with the other 
, 
quantities. The fourth term represents the energy dissipation due to 
viscosity. The magnitude of thLs quantity cas be approximated from the 
measured microscale of turbulence. Each term of the dissipation 
can be eqresaed in terms of'a microscale. If the turbulence is iao- ' 
tropic, the dissipation can be written in terms of a eingLe microecale 
A: 
2 
D = 15 v 5 (reference 9) 
h beiw a function of Ry. Duripg the present measurements, only this 
h was measured, arrd although the turbulence in the mixing region ie not 
isotropic, as a firet approximation the dissipation was calculated from 
the foregoing relation. 
Figure 36 shows the turbulent energy production and aiseipation as 
a f'unction of y/6. The difference of the two Wction givers, accoxding 
to the ene- equation, the difflxsion term. It is interesting to notice 
that all three energy terms reach their maximum value at about the eame 
region, namely, cloee to the inflection point bf the velocity distribu- 
tion. 
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From the dlff'usion term, the distribution of the eilergy tram?pofi 
, -bhrough a unit smfaoe can be estimated. 1t.i~ seen f'rom f i v e  37: that, 
in the' Uddle of .tie Mxing re@.on, this tern is smgtll conpared with the 
double correlation coefficient and becames gradua-lly larger on approach- 
ing the two edges' of the mixing region. At. the edges, however, no c-on- 
clusive remarks can be ~mde as to the relative mqpittide of '%he triple 
correlation, since all simplified aesurnptions made in the evaluation of 
'thd di9fusion term fail them. 
CONCLUSIONS 
f 
Measurements of the field of fluctuating velocities in a tux%ulent 
mixing zone show that both the mi.xIng length and exchange coefficrent 
vary across the mixing region. The theories of Tollmien and Prandtl- 
&rtler which assume constant mixing length and conatant exchange coeffi- 
cient, respectively, are thue based on invalid assuqtiona. It is typical 
of phenomenological theories of turbulence that the mean--speed distribu- 
tions derived from such theories can be brought into fair agreement 
with experimental measurements. Thia is fonnd to be the case here also if 
the results of Tollmien and Prandtl4rtler velocity distributians are 
congared with the measured distributions. Conclursf one regarding the. pWs- 
ical significance of theories of ,turbulence must be based on comprison 
with experimental investigations of the iield of fluctuating velocities, 
. . 
----. - -  
The di~c~sion f the 'energy and momentum ' in tegra l  r&ti& for the 
mean and fluctuating notion shows that the ovez-al.1 characteristics of a 
turbulent mixi- process can ,be obtained by dimensioaal reason:% without 
any assunrptiona for the physical mechanism of turbulent motion. 
The following results of the measurements of turbulent field appear 
of general importance: 
(a) The microscale of turbulence A was found to be constant acr6s8 
the larger part of the m-txilw zone. 
(b) &m&nts fundame11tal relation between h and the scale of tur- 
bulence L was found to hold. - ,  
(c) The double correlation coefficient reaches a ms~cimum value of 
approximately -0.55 hear the inflection point of the meah-velocity 
distributicn. 
(d) The thee energy terms - production, diffwion, and dissipation 
of energy -.are .foad to heve a maximum value in the middle of the mixiw 
- . - 
region. ' . .  . 
GuggenheFm Aeronautical Laboratory. 
California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, Calif., J& 24, 1946 
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W H O D  OF CORRECI1ION FOR THE DIFRBENCE IN WSITIVITY OF TWO HUI WIRES 
TEED FOR CORRELATIOb-COEFFIC- MF-S 
The equilibrium equation of the hot wire i8 given in the form (ref- 
erenoe 21) 
where At and B are conatants. 
With 
the aqGtion .becomes 
0 .  
. . 
With i canstant the differential of equation (1) is 
eince io2 bj definition 
R 
, . 
, , 
~ e t  e = id R anti -s(I=R) = wire ~ e n s i t i v i t ~  = - R &(I * - io22 
ma 
then 
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On impressing the voltage e across the amglifier input the themogal- 
vanometer reading w i l l  be 
- 
- (3)  
. where 
. , 
If U is  considered a~ the component of the gean velocity perpenb.tcular 
t o  the hot uire, and the effect  of the flow paral le l  t o  the wire is n e e  
lected, the equation8 for.unLform, unsteady f l ~ w  eicross two w i r e e ,  as  
shown, are found i n  bhe foU.owing mar,ner: 
dUl = s i n  a du + u coe a da 
Le t  du = ut, and u da = vc 
dUl = ur sfn a + v c  COB a 1 
!2L=Ut ,V'cota  
u u u 
U2 = u s i n  (B - a) 
dU2 = s i n  (B - a) du - u cos (p - a)da ?- (4) 
= u1 s i n  (B - a) - vr cos ( p  - a) J 
or f o r  the case p = 2a, 
dU2. ut v' 
- - -  cot a 
TJ2 u U 
- 
For the case a = 45O, equations (4) and (5) become 
From equatione (2) and (6a), 
From equations (2) and (6b) 
F&zn equations (2) and (6a) and (6b) 
In terms of equation (3),  these become 
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From equations (7)  a d  (8), 
and -- --.- 
4Il2 
-- 
SlS2 
From equatfon (10) 
- . . .  . . . -  
Subtracting equation (13) from eqaation (12) leave8 
Adding equations (u) and (14) yielda - 
By subtracting equation (14) from equation (u), 
and when equation (8) is subtracted from equation (7), 
. . 
equatiens became 
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And the correlation coef f i c i ed  is  
The relation yl+= + y l - ~  = 2(yl + 72) gives alternate forma of the 
equations. 
In the case i n  which a is  not 45O, 
remain the same, but 
71 ( = D - 1 + - 8) tan2 a 
Sl2 
Equations (15), (lg), and (a) were not used in calculating the results 
pre8anted in this paper. It was found that the conventional direct 
methods of ma~uring ut Etnd vf . gave better msulte. Equation (a) 
has the advantage of containing only ratios of ths wire eenei t ivi t iee 
and thermogalvanometer readings; t hU  it miaimizee the poeeible errors 
involved in the readfnge. 
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C o n s i d e r  the bo~mdez7-la~er fo m  of the Navier-Stobs equation 
f 
( i f  
Since it fa b o r n  that t.he widths of the f ree  tvrbulent mixiri zones in- 
. creaes l insu . ly  w l t b  t > ~  axial d.lstance, %he following new independent 
va.riable can be ic~roduced. 
~f a stream function of the form * = $ D (6 ) i a  chosen the t w o  
velocity components become 
u = mv(t) 
-- 
v = A 
J ~ s F ~ ( F ; )  - ~ ( ~ 1 3  
By substitutirq these forma i n  equation (I), 
w h e r e  T = BG(~) 
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In order to be able to carry'out the integration grayhWUy, the 
form of the integral ha8 to be cbanged. 
* 4  .... i . ,,;,r .. -- f 'mi % 
Assume F1 = 1 - f. Then J. ,-L -. r; f 4 4 
, - i v d e  f . ,  
where c is the constant of integration. 
. . - .  
< - 
-- - 
From the boundary coi~ditim: L- 9 
0 f = 1  for e = - @  
Theref ore, 
6' /r- (P - f2)di  - (1 - f )de 
+m 
Thus, the dimensionle~ls form of the turbulent shearing stress becomes 
.-a 4 5 
wr 
- - P - f  [ (f. - F f d ~  + f /I (1 - ' f ) b ~  + (f - ie)dk 
PA= 
- .. . . 
+ol S +m 
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Figure 1.- Flow diagram of the twodimeneional tunnel. 
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Figure 2.- Tort aeotion, 
Figure 8,- Travereing mechaaiam. 
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P i p e  4.- Hot-wire oarriage used for Ry measurement~. 
Pigure 5.- Oorrelation f i  e at x = 54.3 
centimeters, y r 9 = 4.62. 
Figure 6,- Oorrelation f i  re at x = 54.3 
oentimetere, y r 9 = 3.78. 
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Figure 7.- G o r r e l a t i o n  f i  re at x = 54.3 
centimeters, y $" 9 = 2,66. 
Figure 9.- Qorrelation fi e at x = 54,3 
centimeter*, yr= 0. 33, 
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Figure 10.- Correlation f i  re at x = 54,3 
oentineterP, y$ = 0.64. 
Figure 11.- Correlation fi  re at x = 54,3 
oentimeters, y y 9 = 2.86. 
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Figure 17.- Lateral distribution of mean aud f lwturting relooitirm m d  oorrrlrfion 
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Pigure19.- Tuzbulanoe levels an4 correlation ooeffioient measured at three mtstionm. 
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Figure 20.- Long and short time exposure of 
correlation figure in  the free- 
stream side of the j e t .  
Figure 21.- Long and short time exposure of 
oorrelation figure behind a screen. 
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Figure 27.- R, di.tributioru s t  different lateral pornition.; x = 64.3 oentimeter*. 
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figure 28.- Ry d i r t r l b u t i o n r  at different l a t e r a l  poaitlonm; x = 76 osntinsterr.  
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Pigurr 30.- mars i n  measurements due to large fluatuations; x =  m.3 oentimoters. 
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Figure 31.- Long and short time exposure o f  Ry 
correlation at x = 76 oentimeters, 
y/& = 1.99 with d = 0.0i37 oentfmeter. 
Figure 32.- Long and short time exposure of Ry 
correlation at x = 75 centimeters, 
y/b = 1.99 with d = 0,192 centimeter. 
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Figure 35.- Distribution of A a d  L aong the ~ I z i n g  zone. 
Pigure 36.- Produotion, diffueion, and dissipation of turbulent energy aoroms t h e  
mixing region. 
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Figure 37.- Mstribution of double and t r ip l e  oorrelation ooefflcisnt raro.8 
the mixing sone.; 
